AUGUST 7th, 2008,
Message from Isaac,
The Democratic Neighbors of the 38th Assembly District

“the many little feet of the Santa Clarita Valley”

I am heading up the SCV HQ and SFV/DP/SFV GOTV (Get Out the Vote) efforts for the 38th
Assembly District Precinct Walking. Here is the coming schedule:
8/9 (Sat) from 5-7pm starting at Mary Fuchsman's home, 24957 Highspring, Newhall
CA 91321 (661) 993-2874
8/10 (Sun) from 4:30-7pm starting from Dorri Raskin's home,18350 Los Alimos St.,
Northridge, CA 91326 (818) 363-3809
Even if you have never knocked on a door and looked another Democrat or Decline to State
in the eyes, it is a rewarding experience because precinct walking:
1.) Ignites people to get involved, those contacted through precinct walking are 72% more
likely to get out and vote in the election
2.) Great personal exercise
3.) Offers camaraderie, meeting people, and developing friendships that otherwise you
would never have thought about
4.) Encourages people to talk and think about their candidates and choice for the
propositions
5.) Results in a jolly good time together to discuss those that you meet, to expand your
ideas on issues and afterwards eating dinner at a nearby restaurant.
It may appear scary at first but you will always walk in pairs. Training is provided and you
are never a phone call away from added support. As opposed to what you may think, very
few people are nasty, enjoy the opportunity to talk, and will thank you for your efforts and
commitment. We need to GOTV and get the Democrats and declined to state to Vote by
Mail (VBM) because VBM's are 82% more likely to vote than poll voters.
Come out and join us this 2008 historic election season!
Let me hear from you soon,

Isaac
Isaac Lieberman, Coordinator,”Get out the Vote”
Isaac@liebermansolutions.com
The Democratic Headquarters,
23119 Lyons Avenue, Newhall, (in Santa Clarita) between Arcadia
Street and Wayman Street) . . . (661) 877-2775
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